In the mid-1930s, a rocket from another world crashed on Earth. The infant passenger did not survive. But his alien DNA was combined with the Super-Soldier serum. In a secret experiment, Clark Kent, the same man who had fought the menace Ultra-Helio, was transformed into a new Super-Soldier. The new Super-Soldier was frozen by the side of the JLA against the agents of Hydra, the children of Lex Luthor. His greatest enemy...
REAL NAME: PETER ROSS
FIRST APPEARANCE: FANTASTIC ADVENTURE #13

In the top secret depths of Project Cadmus, a team of scientists labored to recreate the genetic formula which spawned the WWII hero Super-Soldier—but the volatile experiment instead unleashed a super-powered adolescent clone! Later stunned by the death of his adopted Uncle "Thunderbolt" Ross in a simple robbery, the clone conceived that he must always be the center of attention—not innocent bystanders. So, the youngster became the Way Cool Spider-Boy! With super speed, strength, and pistol web-shooter, the Arach-Kid understands that with great power must come great fun!

AMALGAM FACTOID:
Not only is Project Cadmus a secret to the world, but Spider-Boy has a secret to his friends at Cadmus—he dual identity as Peter Ross, aka Daily Bugle photographer!

Pencils: Darick Robertson. CGI: Brian White

All characters, names and likenesses elements are the property of the creators/owners.
S
ent to live with his uncle in Alberta
after witnessing the brutal murder of his parents, young Logan Wayne
was recruited for a secret experiment
that gave him his claws and laced
his skeleton with indestructible
Adamantium, and a mutant healing
factor that was triggered by the shock
of the process. Running rogue from the
project, he began a new life in New
Gotham as playboy techno-wizard by
day, dark avenger by night.

AMALGAM FACTOID:

Connected under the grounds of Dark Claw’s
estate is the Barrow, a subterranean cavern
outfitted with the latest technological crime-
fighting equipment. Since Logan spends so
much time underground there, his young ward
has taken to calling him “the Bar Man.”

Pencils: Jim Balent
Inks: Ray McCarthy
Color: Electric Pickle
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RESPECTIVE PUBLISHORS © 1996 DC COMICS AND MARVEL COMICS INC. ALL
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HERO SPARROW

REAL NAME: DILLIATION LEE
FIRST APPEARANCE: SHADOW OF THE DARK CLAW #1

Her parents were killed by mutant-hunting Sentinels, forcing the young mutant into hiding in New Gotham's largest shopping mall. There she tripped across a trap set for Dark Claw. Although the Clawed Crusader had escaped, he was in rough shape, and Sparrow's mutant light show helped him to get away safely. Impressed by her attitude and abilities, Logan took the young girl under his wing.

AMALGAM FACTOID:
Although Sparrow thinks her powers are the solution to every problem, Dark Claw is working hard to get her to use her brain, information resources and strategic planning first, actually placing herself in physical danger only as a last resort.

Pencils: Brent Anderson  Inks: Ray McCarthy
CG: Electric Pickle
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A rogue ex-government agent (although that may be a cover story for a deep mission) the Huntress uses her specialized skills and training as an agent for hire. On one of her early assignments, she stumbled on to the secret of a lifetime - Dark Claw's secret identity!

**AMALGAM FACTOID:**

Huntress's crossbow was developed for her by Hawkman of the JLA, who somehow got the impression that she desired more than archery becomes. Wrong. She wanted his best work, and knew how to get it.

**Pencils:** Brent Anderson  **Inks:** Ray McCarthy  **CGI Electric Pickle**
Haunted by the assassination of his secret agent parents when he was a child, young millionaire Bruce Wayne vowed to make all criminals pay for the deadly deed! Joining the top secret counter-espionage agency known as S.H.I.E.L.D., he moved quickly up the ranks to eventually displace his mentor aged WWII veteran Nick Fury as Director. More than a figurehead, the obsessed operative has pushed his physical and mental abilities to their limits—making himself the deadliest weapon in S.H.I.E.L.D.’s arsenal!

**Amalgam Factoid:**

In addition to Wayne’s wealth being funneled into S.H.I.E.L.D. operations, he secretly funds a number of charitable organizations that aid victims of violent crimes.

*Credits: Cory Nord (GI: Kevin Phillips*
REAL NAME: BARBARA GORDON
FIRST APPEARANCE: DETECTIVE COMICS #359

Information specialist and martial arts expert the persistent Black Bat chased down her lofty position in the S.H.I.E.L.D. ranks by carefully making herself everything the organization needed in a special-duties operative and also everything Director Bruce Wayne needed in a "partner." Though normally a stoic team leader, rarely acknowledges feelings for anyone, he just may find himself susceptible to this cat's seductive stalking.

AMALGAM FACTOID:
The jet packs worn by the special S.H.I.E.L.D. operatives were originally developed by the evil Broen Skull to mimic Super-Soldier's flying power. The prototype was scuttled out and perfected by the expert tinkering of agent Tony Stark.

Pencils: Cary Nord CCI: Jung

All characters, names, and related indicia are the property of the respective owners. © 1996 DC Comics and Marvel/Amalgam. Inc. All rights reserved. Produced and distributed by PNUM/Nextwave International.
REAL NAME: DICK GRAYSON
FIRST APPEARANCE: DETECTIVE COMICS #30

Former freelance adventurer turned special CIA operative young Grayson caught the attention of S.H.I.E.L.D. Director Bruce Wayne. Seeing great potential in the former circus acrobat, Wayne requested he be transferred to S.H.I.E.L.D. Suffering from Multiple Personality Disorder, Grayson also assumes the identities of high-flying crime fighter Tim Drake and costumed mercenary Marc Spector. Though frequently confusing, the skills exhibited by all three personalities are highly valued by S.H.I.E.L.D.

AMALGAM FACTOID:
The moon imagery on Grayson's costume comes from the high-wire act his circus family once performed, a celestial celebration in which young Dick played the man on the moon.

 penciled by: Cary Nord
 inks by: Jeff Jones
Tossed by a horrific storm into the churning Atlantic, Ororo was rescued by Queen Hippolyte and taken to the island of Themyscira. Raised by the Amazons there, Ororo grew into her mutant weather-manipulating powers while also learning the ways of the woman warriors. Returning to the U.S. as Themyscira's champion, she has made a new home in Baton Rouge.

AMALGAM FACTOID:

Ororo was approached by Maree Xavier to help found a group of mutant heroes, but she wanted to have nothing to do with any group headed by a man.

Pencils: Stuart Immonen
Inks: Terry Austin
C.G.: Electric Pickle
A mutant taught the mysteries of the supernatural world at the feet of the Ancient One, Nabu, Dr. Strangefate taps the energies of forces both telepathic and mystical, making the dour sorcerer one of the most powerful beings in the universe. One of the JLA’s founders, Dr. Strangefate moved on to more solitary pursuits in shadowy realms, leaving common protection to lesser mortals.

Amalgam Factoid:

Dr. Strangefate is the only being with the awareness that his very existence is wrong. His mystic perceptions tell him that something is not right with the very universe, and he pursues the answer to this troubling awareness.

Pencils: Anthan Williams
Inks: Andy Lanning
CGI: Electric Pickle

All characters, names and related elements are the property of the respective owners. © 1996 DC Comics and Marvel Characters, Inc. All rights reserved. Produced and distributed by Flair/Impact International.
Drown together by their attraction to the mystic might of Dr. Strange Fate, these three do the good doctor's earthly bidding. The White Witch uses her sorcerous energies to clone the miscreants of humanity into short periods through Dr. Strange Fate's magic. Nova's ring lets her transform into a being of mystical flame.
When Dr. Strangefate inherited the mantle of Sorcerer Supreme from the Ancient One, he also gained a servant schooled in the ways of magicians. Myx hails from an extra-dimensional order of imps and has magical powers of his own, although at only a small fraction of the level of Strangefate’s power. Myx is hostage to Strangefate, a sullen yet willing servant whose indentured time means his race’s mystical protection by or from Strangefate.

Amalgam Factoid:

Myx accompanied Dr. Strangefate on his first mission with the JLA, but took such a strong dislike to Super-Soldier that he then opted to remain behind on further missions.

Pencils: Anthony Williams
Inks: Andy Lanning
CGI: Electric Pickle

All characters, names and related elements are the property of the respective owners. © Time DC Comics and Marvel Characters, Inc. All rights reserved. Produced and distributed by Fleer/Skybox International.
When Blaze Allen chants the ancient words, "Gone gone o' state of man," he is magically transformed into a flaming demon from Hades. Cutting a deal with the evil sorcerer Melhin to save the soul of his beloved Iris, Allen now rides a flaming cycle, the flaming demon rockets to all corners of the Earth, incinerating evildoers. In Hellfire to complete the unholy bargain, a race against rival demon Night Spectre and be the first to collect 6,000 souls!
REAL NAME: WALLY WEST  
FIRST APPEARANCE:  
SPEED DEMON SHOWCASE #110

Unwilling to let his uncle Blaze Allen take on supernatural battles alone, young Wally West decided to help him. Using Blaze's book of magic spells, he made a soul-swapping deal with the evil sorcerer Merlin similar to the one which metamorphosed his uncle into the flaming Speed Demon. Transformed into the flaming Kid Demon, Wally helped Speed Demon defeat his demonic rival Night Spectre and save the soul of Blaze's love, Iris Simpson. But, at a terrible cost—now poor Wally is cursed with the devilish essence of Night Spectre!

AMALGAM FACTDID:

Wally always idolized his uncle. When Blaze got engaged to Iris, Wally decided to get serious with his girlfriend. When motorcycle daredevil Blaze set a new land speed record at Salt Flats, Wally got a speeding ticket on the freeway!

Pencils: Salvador Larroca  
CGI: Craig White

All characters, names and related elements are the property of the respective owners. © 1996 DC Comics and Marvel Comics Group. All rights reserved. Printed and distributed by PlaySketcn International.
Defying her mother, Queen Hippolyte’s wishes, Princess Diana left her native isle, Themyscira, for the mortal Man’s World. Armed with a mystical bow and bullet-deflecting bracelets, the super-strong Amazon moved to New York City where she married the high-caliber vigilante known as Castle. Though their crime-fighting methods differ, their dedication—and love—are one.

Prince’s bullet-repelling Adamantium bracelets were a gift from the Bronze Tiger, ruler of Wakanda, the world’s only source of the precious metal.

Pencils: Gary Frank  CGI: Regie Milburn
REAL NAME
TREVOR CASTLE (FORMERLY CASTIGLIONE)

FIRST APPEARANCE—ADVENTURES OF SPIDER-BOY #129

When his family was gunned down by gangsters before his eyes, Marine Captain Trevor Castiglione declared war on the mob! Going AWOL, the weapons specialist became the gun-slinging vigilante known as Castle. Though his partner and wife, the super-powered, Diana Prince, normally prefers less lethal methods, the search for their missing son Ryan—stolen by the evil Apokoliptian ruler Thanoseid in revenge for the death of his own son—may change her mind!

AMALGAM FACTOID:

Castle once had another “partner” when the effervescent Spider-Guy appointed himself the violent vigilante’s sidekick—until Castle found the right “caliber” argument to shoo the armache-pox away!

Artists: Gary Frank & Al. Regie Milburn
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REAL NAMES: Billy Mar Vell/Warren Hall
FIRST APPEARANCES: WIZ Marvels #1, The Fierce and Courageous #04

These two members hide secrets. Billy is really a young boy, although his JLA team members don't know that when he shouts the alien word "Kree!" he is super-scientifically transformed into the adult hero, Captain Marvel. Archaeology student Hall is secretly a mutant, although he did not follow his fellow mutants into the JLA.

AMALGAM FACTOID:
The JLA was founded by Superman, in order to have a group of super-powered beings like himself, without alliances to a particular country or political group. And to play poker.

Pencils: Ken Lashley, Inks: Ron Boyd
Col: Electric Pickle

All characters, names and related elements are the property of the
Superman DC. © 1994, DC Comics and related characters. All
rights reserved. Forward and Authorized by Parthenon International.
Canary's sonic cry developed during a cross-dimensional trip on a mis-wired time platform. Oliver was helped in the development of his growth serum by Hank Pym of the Cadmus Project. Hawkeye developed his extraordinary archery skills through ardent study at a monastery in Tibet.
The mysterious Mister X is both the brains and the billions behind the formation of the J.L.X. This band of mutants broke away from the JLA in order to join him in seeking the lost city of Homo Superior (or mutants), Atlantis. But for Xavier, Atlantis may also hold more beings like himself—Mr. X is secretly the Skrull Manhunter.
REAL NAME: ARTHUR MCKENZIE
FIRST APPEARANCE: MARINE MYSTERY #1

The lone survivor of the destruction of Poseidonis, the water-breathing Mariner seeks to protect the oceans from further danger from the land dwellers. Framed for a heinous crime, Mariner was freed by the JLX and is determined to lead them to lost Atlantis, the dry of Homo Superior, where he and his fellow mutants will be welcome.

AMALGAM FACTOID:
Mariner was once married and had a son, Arthur, but his wife and child were lost in the same cataclysm that destroyed his birthplace.

Pencils: Howard Porter Inks: John Dell
Color: Electric Pickle
Firebird's mutant psycho-kinetic flame powers made her one of the top choices for the JLA's New Blood team. The young heroes were trained by their older JLA mentors. Beatriz's emotions run as hot as her flame or suddenly cool, but the real heat in her life is the fire she feels for Apollo.
REAL NAME: Ray Summers
FIRST APPEARANCE: SLA: THE NEW BLOOD #1

Because his parents were mutant-fearing souls who thought their son’s light powers were evil, they kept him home until he was a teen. Telling him that sunlight would kill him. Instead, he discovered that it made him stronger, and that he could direct the internalized sunlight through his eyes.

AMALGAM FACTOID:
During Firebird’s name, Ray met a woman who could be her twin, falling briefly in love with Madelyne Pryor, the Red Queen. This affair ended in tragedy when the Red and White Queens destroyed each other in Alice Arcade’s giant chess tournament.

Pencils: Howard Porter
Inks: John Dell
CGI: Electric Pickle
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REAL NAME: Pietro Pete Allen
FIRST APPEARANCE: JLA: The New Blood #2

Born in a future era, Pietro was menaced by the mutant-hunting Sentinels of his time and found refuge in the past sparking a war between Sentinels of future and past with the New Blood caught in the middle. His super-speed timing can't keep him from finding his foot in his mouth as he seeks to conform to this new era.

AMALGAM FACTOID:

Pete is distantly related to Blaze Allen, i.e. Speed Demon, and it is rumored that he may still have a little of the old demon in him as well.

Pencils: Howard Porter
Inks: John Dell
"Electric Pickle"
On the New Blood’s first adventure outside their own training grounds, they found a mutant brother in the wilds of New Jersey. Considering how uncomfortable Kurt makes them feel, they sometimes wish they’d left the couchic teleporter there. With his sudden entrances and exits (and the smell!) the other New Bloods are often creeped out by Nightcrawler.

**REAL NAME:**
KURT RYDER

**FIRST APPEARANCE:**
JLA: THE NEW BLOOD #4

**FACTOID:**
Kurt’s flip facade hides a lifetime of pain and degradation. Tossed out of the circus for being a freak, he had to eke out a living as a sarcastic TV talk show host until he joined up with the JLA.
Todd made a deal in a New Orleans bar for a magic set of playing cards that would "change his life." The cards served as a focus for his mutant ability to change into an insubstantial shadowy form. Todd has recently begun a relationship with Runaway, but fears she may be being corrupted by his dark side.

**AMALGAM FACTOID:**

Todd has a twin sister, although they were separated at birth and raised on different worlds. Jannia grew up on New Asgard on the Jude Eucharists.

Pencils: Howard Porter  Inks: John Dell

(C) Electric Pickle
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A Romany beauty with great strength and a tendency to fade into the woodwork, Runaway's touch is dangerous, since physical contact leads to her becoming an exact copy of the person she has touched, replicating looks and powers. Although she morphs back to her own self soon after, the melding effect can be traumatizing for both sides.

**Amalgam Factoid:**
Runaway can't remember her real parents, but she has fond memories of the aunt who took her in and raised her to adulthood. The kind former schoolteacher, Miss Teak.

*Pencils: Howard Porter  Inks: John Dell  *Electric Pickle
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Psionic mutant “Betsy” Braddock left her quiet home in England to travel the world and eventually became the sword-wielding mercenary known as Kokoro. Combining her mutant powers with Ninja training, Kokoro’s Katana blade is doubly deadly, striking both a physical and mental blow.

AMALGAM FACTOID:
Kokoro befriended an other-dimensional entity, Kahome, after helping to free the alien spirit from its imprisonment within a human host.

Pencils: Jeff Matsuda  (GI: Jang)
Real Name: Erik Magnus
First Appearance: The Brotherhood of Mutants #1

Eric's mutant magnetic powers manifested in his teens, making his ultra-competitive, non-mutant brother Will hate and fear him. Assuming the identity Magneto, Erik banded together a team of fellow super-powered mutants known as the Brotherhood of Mutants, all of whom were tragically killed by his insane sibling's Sentinel robots! In their memory, Erik used his awesome magnetic might to create the Sentinel-destroying Magnetic Men!

Amalgam Factoid:
If not for the slaughter of the first Brotherhood, Erik's natural arrogance and stubbornness might have led him to become a villain instead of a hero!

Pencils: Jeff Matsuda  CGI: Jung
The first and most headstrong of Magneto's lieutenants, Iron always charges willingly into battle—often before a plan has been formed. Luckily, he possesses an attack repelling magnetic force field that renders him nearly untouchable. With simple enthusiasm and a solid style, it is the mechanical heart of the Magnetic Men!
Seething with radioactivity, Cobalt is the Magnetic Men's energy powerhouse. With his haughty manner and regal bearing, he commands attention and respect in Magneto's own image and is the natural leader when Magneto himself is separated from the cybemetic crew.

**Amalgam Factoid:**
When he thinks no one is watching, the haughty Cobalt enjoys watching television. The others are beginning to get suspicious, especially when Cobalt follows up orders with the phrase, “Make it so.”

Pencils: Jeff Matsuda (GI: Jung)
HERO NICKEL

LAST APPEARANCE: GENETO AND THE MAGNETIC MEN

He seems to move at the speed of light, but that’s just the effect of the sun’s rays glinting off sleek metal as the speeding Nickel whizzes by! The duchile daredevil is also the Magnetic Men’s hattheaded whiz kid ever impatient to use his brilliance as well as his brown to battle enemy Sentinels!

AMALGAM FACTOID:

Nickel was once challenged to a race by Mercury of the JLA. Nickel found the little mutant so annoying that he tripped the brat with a quickly morph-stallid foot and declared himself the winner!

Pencils: Jeff Matsuda   CGI: Jung
HERO

ANTIMONY

FIRST APPEARANCE
GNETO AND THE MAGNETIC MEN II

An aloof beauty whose circuits never overheat. Antimony's arms form unbreakable blades that cut through any problem from locked doors to enemy Sentinels! With an indestructible Diamagnetic casing, the Magnetic Waman's cold body is as invulnerable to physical attack as her seemingly cold heart is from emotional assault.

AMALGAM FACTOID:

More than any of his Magnetic Men, Erik Magnes finds himself emotionally drawn to Antimony as she'd never had.

Pencils: Jeff Matsuda
CG: Jung
Fist appearance: Magneto and the Magnetic Men #1

Is that Bismuth coming, or coming apart? The same process which allows the Magnetic Man to fire deadly toxins from his casing also leaves him physically brittle and prone to lose pieces of himself in battle! A bit of an outsider, the slow-witted Bismuth is nevertheless well-liked by his teammates for the unintentional comic relief.

Amalgam Factoid:

Bismuth was a mistake, but after giving his creation life, Magneto could not stand the idea of killing his robotic son.

Pencils: Jeff Matsuda  CGI: Jung
Elektra Kyle

First Appearance: Dare the Terminator #168

An American born in Egypt, Elektra witnessed her father's murder. Surviving by her wits and quick fingers, she became the protege of a cat fancier. Big cats Training both her pets and her body until either would obey her every command, she began her life as an assassin accompanied by her lethal cat companions and her deadly "claws."

Amalgam Factoid: The headdress Catsai wears is molded from an ancient artifact, the ceremonial wear of the headdress of the great deity Nefu, an earlier incarnation of the being who trained Dr. Strangefeather.

Pencils: Scott McDaniell. Inks: Derek Fisher GI: Electric Pickle
Slade left the world of high-powered international law when the rules wouldn’t allow justice. Trained by her failed fighter father, she can, although blind, outfight men twice her size and think her way around the smaller ones. She teamed up with Catsal when the two had been hired to eliminate each other and decided to kill the client instead, the start of a beautiful friendship.

Amalgam Factoid:
Slade lost an eye after a long and grueling battle with the strange shape changing adhist, Huke, although she’d lost her sight to radioactive chemotherapy in a government experiment years before.

Proclis: Scott McDaniel
Inks: Derek Fisher
CGI: Electric Pickle
A time-traveler from a bleak Apocalyptic future, the cybernetic mutant Niles Cable plans on manipulating key events in the present to prevent his dark future from becoming a reality. Knowing that he would need help in his crusade, Cable recruited a team of mutant outcasts—the X-Force—to aid him. With his future knowledge, he knows that X-Force will become heroes of legend, and will also die glorious deaths.
This Russian colossus possesses the mutant power to transform his body into impervious living metal! But behind the armored muscles and ever-present metal mask, Ferro Man has the gentle soul of an artist. The question is, does he hide behind the mask because of shyness...or something else?

**Amalgam Factoid:**

Piotyr has a twin brother, Alexi. Although they share the same condition that makes them keep their faces hidden, Alexi does not share Piotyr's mutant ability—and is deeply jealous of the fact!
Real Name: Hank Logan
First Appearance: X-Patrol #1

When Hank Logan caught a rare tropical disease, the young mutant was given an experimental cure that had an unforeseen side effect—it mutated a mutant! Hank became a green furry beast with the ability to transform into a variety of monstrous forms, but without altering his brilliant mind, effervescent personality...or penchant for bad jokes!

Amalgam Factoid:
Although Beastling makes jokes about Nile Cable’s X-Patrol, it’s what he’s always dreamed of—a group of misfits just like himself.

Pencils: Roger Cruz
CGI: Regie Milburn
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REAL NAME
JANET VAN DYNE

FIRST APPEARANCE:
MY MUTANT ADVENTURE #60

Looking for excitement, bored socialite Janet "Domina" Van Dyne was exposed to volcanic gasses which activated her latent mutant ability to grow and shrink. Becoming an unwanted "freak," the former debutante decided to join up with the mysterious mutant named Niles Cable and use her financial resources to help make his dream of peaceful coexistence between men and mutants a reality.

AMALGAM FACTOID:
Janet spent some time at Project Cadmus learning the limits of her powers under the careful guidance—and flirtatious, good-natured rivalry—of Doctors Henry Pym and Ray Palmer.

Pencils: Roger Cruz  CGI: Regie Milburn
REAL NAME: Paige Guthrie
FIRST APPEARANCE: X-CORPS #1

While exploring a cave near her Appalachian home, teenage
Paige Guthrie found a mysterious dial device that activated her mutant ability
to shed her skin! The device also gave her the ability to transform into a new
hero with different powers, each named hero with different powers, each named

AMALGAM FACTOID:
Paige is the only human among the others and sometimes reports her to the daily member of X-Men.

Pencils: Roger Cruz, Calvin Beadle
Inks: Leinil Francis Yu
Colors: Julian Totino Tedesco
Letters: Ed Dukeshire
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REAL NAME: PRINCESS KORIANDR'I OF TAMOJORAN
FIRST APPEARANCE: THE OUTRAGEOUS SPIDER-BOY #305

Ruler-to-be of the subatomic world Tamojoran, Shatterstarfire had no idea universes existed beyond her own until the Awesome Spider-Boy dropped out of the sky and rescued her from an enemy ambush! To save her life, the Arach-Kid dragged the Princess kicking and screaming to Earth—something she will never forgive him for. So the one person who might return her to Tamojoran is the one person she refuses to speak to!

AMALGAM FACTOID:
Possessor of the energy bolts that are her royal legacy, the proud Princess considers herself superior to all others. Those foolish enough to disagree, may get a taste of her double-bladed battle sword!

Pencils: Roger Cruz  CGI: Regie Milburn
SECRETS OF THE AMALGAM UNIVERSE

Accidentally zapped to microscopic size by a Project Cadmus experiment gone awry, the Outrageous Spider-Man still found himself a big enough hero to help save the sub atomic world of Tamnopan's Princess Shatterstar/fire and her band of rebels from the evil Gordyman warriors. But to do it, the Web-Shooter had to cross the Princess over into his world!

THE MICROVERSE SAGA

Pencils: Yancy Labat  C61: Kevin Phillips
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After spending several decades on ice under an arctic ice cap, the frozen body of WWII hero Super-Soldier was found by the JLA and carefully defrosted. They discovered to their delight that he was still alive, kept in suspended animation by the same mystery serum that made him a hero. In the current continuity, the JLA was transported away to fight in the Secret Crisis of the Infinity Hour without Super-Soldier, but the old war vet rallied in time to join them at the climax of that stellar battle.

THE RETURN OF THE SUPER-SOLDIER

Artists: Art Adams
Inks: Mark Farmer
Lettering: David Venable
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100.0x72.0
On the mean moonlit streets of far-away Istanbul, young Bruce Wayne watches in horror as his parents are ruthlessly assassinated by a faceless terrorist! The tragedy left the lad orphaned and obsessed with fighting terrorism, setting the stage for his future career as Director of S.M.I.E.L.D., the world’s foremost counter-espionage agency!
When Poseidon destroyed a cruise ship to gain vengeance against one man, Ororo, the sole survivor, was rescued from the deadly waters by Queen Hippolyte of the Amazons. Raised as one of the woman warriors, Ororo grew to adulthood as an Amazon. With those skills and her mutant weather-controlling abilities, she is now Wonder Woman, still hunted by the god of the sea, who allows no one to escape his wrath.

BIRTH OF AN AMAZON

Pencils: Stuart Immonen
Inks: Terry Austin
CGI: Electric Pickle
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With the fate of his true love Iris Simpson’s soul in jeopardy, carnival stunt cyclist Blaze Allen approached the half demon Merlin for help. A deal was struck. Iris’s life in exchange for Blaze’s immortal soul being mystically bound to the rhyming demon Ltrigan! 

Now when Blaze chants the ancient words “Gone, gone o’ form of man, arise the demon Ltrigan!” he is transformed into a flaming motorcycle riding demon from Hades.

THE ULTIMATE PRICE
A synthetic man created by Will Magnus to be his secret weapon against the JLA, the Whirlwind was intended to join the crime-fighting organization as a new member, then provide Magnus with secret information about the other members which would lead to their defeat. Magnus's plans were foiled when the disembodied spirit of an air elemental took the soulless form as its own, transforming the synthezoid into a powerful force for good.

BEHOLD THE CRIMSON WHIRLWIND

Pencils: Ken Lashley  Inks: Ron Boyd  (G): Electric Pickle
The eternal rivalry between Will Magnus and his mutant brother Erik reached a fatal crossroads when Will’s Sentinel robots murdered the young mutants known as the Brotherhood! Assuming the identity Magneto, Erik used his magneto-might to create the famous Magneto. A band of robots designed to fight for the mutant cause and against the Sentinels.

The Brotherhood of Mutants

Secrets of the Amalgam Universe
When the gleaming helm is lifted, the face of the Sorcerer Supreme can be discerned. Once Charles Xavier was just a mutant, outcast in the land of Homo Sapiens, but his telepathic prowess, allied with his mystical studies, have made him the mystically powerful Dr. Strange fate!

Who is Dr. Strange fate?

Pen: Anthony Williams  Inks: Andy Lanning  CGI: Electric Picnic
Secrets of the Amalgam Universe

Though first dates often become first fights, the initial pairing of the super-powered amazon Prince and her bullet-blasting suitor Castle, turned deadly when the duo battled the grisly horror of the Pelt Man! Doomed by an ancient ritual to change into the form of a blood-thirsty cheetah, Billy Minerva now takes out his bestial anger on beautiful people, clawing their faces to scar them as horribly as he’s been scarred!

First Fight!

Pencils: Kenney Labot CGI: Digital Chameleon

**50**
A daring experiment secretly sponsored by the Canadian government turned two soldiers into feral fighters. Indestructible metal was bonded to their skeletons and blades or claw weapon implants added to make them feral fighting machines. The process triggered mutant abilities in both, but only one survived with his sanity intact.

WEAPONS "H"

Pencils: Brent Anderson Inks: Ray McCarthy C&G: Electric Pickle
Band together for an unauthorized trip into space, this fantastic foursome—scientist Reed Richards, Sue Storm, Johnny Storm and Ben Grimm—were almost killed when their experimental ship was bombarded by cosmic radiation! Seeing a need to protect the world from strange occurrences like this, the foursome swore a solemn oath whenever something unknown needs investigating, the Challengers of the Fantastic will be there!

Challengers of the Fantastic

Pencils: John Cazap
Inks: Craig White
The underwater dweller had waged a long-time personal war against surface-dwellers who would harm his undersea habitat, so when three oil freighters were torched in his name, the U.S. government sent in army troops without investigation. Mariner had been framed by the mutant-hating genius, Will Magnus, but he was captured by the JLA and imprisoned without trial, causing a rift within the JLA that would split the organization down mutant lines.

MARINER IS FRAMED!

Pencils: Ken Lashley  Inks: Ron Boyd  CG: Electric Pickle
Cadmus Chief Scientist Victor Von Doom’s life was tragically changed when a bone fragment from the alien creature called Doomsday exploded in his face! The swiftly replicating DNA of the warlike monster transformed the handsome genius into the grotesque Mr. Doomsday! Now permanently bearing the rocky face and mission of the alien destructor, the evil Doom becomes with the insane desire to conquer the world.

**A MONSTER IS BORN**

Periodist: John Crap
CGI: Digital Chameleon
Ambushed, wounded, and facing the possibility of death if he couldn't get away from his pursuers, the stern Dark Claw faced one more surprise: a young mutant girl hiding in the deep subbasement caverns of New Gotham mall. Jubilation Lee, soon to be Sparrow, won the run from pursuers of her own, but she used her mutant fireworks to help the Clawed Crusader reach safety.
Inspired by the exploits of Super-Soldier, billionaire Tom Harper underwent intense physical training to become the homefront Hero of WWII, the Guardian Angel! After the war, he used his vast fortune to fund Project Cadmus, a scientific think tank dedicated to creating a safer world through cutting-edge science.

**America’s Guardian Angel**

Pencils: John Ceep CGi: Malibu
When Tombstone the Ravager found that having two new mercenaries in town was "two" much trouble, he thought he'd found a surefire way to take care of this nuisance: hire each to kill the other. Then, with the survivor wounded, his personal guards could complete the job. But instead of hurling taunts, the two assassins shared information, and took the job back to their mutual employer, resigning to lethal style.

FEMMES FATALE
SECRET OF THE 

AMALGAM 

UNIVERSE 

Young S.H.I.E.L.D. recruit Jason Todd had a bright future with the crime fighting agency until he made a careless mistake that resulted in the death of another agent. Summarily dismissed from the ranks, Todd became furious with his mentors, Director Bruce Wayne and Dick Grayson (aka Robin) blaming them for his disgrace. Seeking the aide of Hydra, Todd allowed the terrorist agency to transform him into a robotic agent of evil.

CYBORG REVEALED

Pen: John Capp, Cgil: Craig White
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After using the mystery radioactive element (codenamed “K”) found in an alien craft to create the Super Soldier hunter Ultra-Metaallo, Lex Luthor experimented with his remaining supply to create a massively powerful bomb.

These K-bombs not only ended the war but spread small amounts of K-radiation throughout Earth’s atmosphere. When Super-Soldier returned from his icy paralysis, he found himself strangely weakened by the trace amounts of K-radiation, which affects the alien DNA in his system.

THE ONCE AND FUTURE MENACE

Pencils: Dave Gibbons Inks: Gary Martin CG: Electric Pickle
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Alumni of the Super-Soldier project and feared that such a champion would bring a swift end to his ill-gained profits. He arranged for Nazi scientists to steal the strange alien cream from its mysterious green glowing rock. Observing that the green rock affected Super-Soldier, Lex created a life-extending serum from the radioactive alamaat, inadvertently transforming himself into the cadaverous Green Skull.

untold tales

Lex's first wife, Lora Loaaa, was an inquisitive reporter who was bant when he met the charming billionnaire at a fund-raising ball.

The Green Skull

Pencils: Dave Gibbons
Inks: Mark Farmer
CGI: Electric Pickle
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**MADAME CAT**

Real Name: Selina Luthor  
First Appearance: STRANGE TALES OF WAR #110

The daughter of Lex Luthor—the evil Green Skull—and Luis Lane, young Selina witnessed her mother being murdered by her father's men! Vowing vengeance on the maniacal old man, she has risen through the ranks of his terrorist group HYDRA with one goal in mind—destroy and replace him as Supreme HYDRA!

**untold tales**

Years ago Selina had a naked tryst with S.H.I.E.L.D. agent Tony Stark, but her allegiance to HYDRA and Tony's devotion to S.H.I.E.L.D. drove them apart.

Pencils: Cary Nord  
CGI: Kevin Phillips
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**The Big Question**

Real Name: E. (Edward) Nigma Fisk  
First Appearance: RARE THE TERMINATOR #7

The Big Man in the town of New Gotham, Fisk reigns as the quizmaster crinimal supreme. The Big Questian is compelled by obsession to undermine his own success by planting clues to his next move, alerting Dare to his traps and schemes.

**untold tales**

The Big Questian trains in the martial arts, and is a respected practitioner of Jodo, taught to him by a blind man who goes by the name of T'Ching.

Pencils: Scott McDaniel  
Inks: Derek Fletcher  
CGI: Electric Pickle
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First Appearance: JLA #221

Sentinel creator Will Magnus's finest creation and greatest failure, the evil android Sinistron was designed to be the ultimate mutant-hunter but rebelled against its programming, seeking instead supremacy over mutantkind! Now Sinistron uses his psionic ability to mentally enthrall mutants and bring them to his island stronghold on Genosha where he replicates their genetic code!

untold tales

Sinistron then captured Apollin of the JLA, but the mutant violently escaped, damaging Sinistron's wiring. Sinistron then kidnapped Will Magnus to repair him. So great in Sinistron's control over his former master that Magnus has no memory of it!

Pencils: Jeff Matsuda  (GI: Jung
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Ultra-Metello

First Appearance: SUPER-SOLDIER ACTION #5

Nazi scientists stole a small alien craft with a chunk of a mystery element embedded in its hull from the Super-Soldier project. By careful analysis of the element, they were able to exploit its unearthly radiation to power a robot who would be Super-Soldier's match, Ultra-Metello. The K-radiation of the unstoppable robot's heart would mean the end of Super-Soldier's WWII crime-fighting days.

untold tales

One of the interns on the Ultra-Metello project was an American double-agent who carried secrets of Ultra-Metello's construction back to the United States. This information eventually wound up in the hands of the young Will Magnus, who used this knowledge in the creation of his mutant-hunting Sentinel robots.

Pencils: Dave Gibbons Inks: Gary Martin

(C) 1986 Image Comics and Marvel Characters, Inc. All rights reserved. Printed and distributed by Image/Peter Gum International.
In what would be his final battle of World War II, Super-Soldier faces the nightmarish Nazi menace of Ultra-Metalllo, the unstoppable behemoth powered by radiation from the same world the star-spangled Super-Soldier’s powers came from! It’s shield against shielding as the two wartime warriors clash!
In mindless robotic service to the twisted Nazi cause, Ultra-Metallo lurches toward Super-Soldier, determined to pulverize the American avenger. While these two stalwart warriors are committed to a fight to the finish, their battle will not reach that point until decades later, because this skirmish ends with Super-Soldier and Ultra-Metallo trapped in Arctic ice.
"Time to die!" Bizarre—The lethal result of a cloning experiment gone horribly wrong and the only one that can stop the maniacal murderer is the Way Cool Spider-Boy! Sensing S-Boy may find a way to end his frenzied fun, the symbiotic alien monstrosity plans to rid himself of the obnoxious web-rider—if he ever gets his claws on the timber lad!

BIZARNAGE

VERSUS SPIDER-BOY

Pencils: Derick Robertson
CG: Jung
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In your face!" Streaking in on a strand of web-pistol-fired rope is the Way Cool Spider-Boy! The Arch-Kid laughs in the face of danger, unfortunately the face of this danger—the albino abomination called Bizarnage—laughs maniacally back! But even without his super agility and strength, the outrageous S-Boy has one weapon the malleable monster lacks—a brain!
First Appearance: THE OUTRAGEOUS SPIDER-BOY #254

This nightmarish, crystalline symbiote is the disastrous result of Project Cadmus' attempt to synthetically replicate alien DNA. Tragically, the albino abomination burst free from his embryo-tube birthplace and wreaked havoc throughout Cadmus—nibbling and slicing through everything and everyone!

untold tales

Although Bizarnage's intelligence is quite low, his crazed cunning makes him an unpredictable and nearly unstoppable foe!

Pencils: Darick Robertson  CGL: Jung
POSEIDON

First Appearance: TALES OF THE AMAZONS #7

Poseidon, the lord and ruler of the oceans, indulged his egocentric passion for revenge by destroying a whole ship full of passengers to punish one man for stealing his treasure. Wonder Women's parents died in that attack, and Poseidon has vowed to finish the act by tracking down and vengingishing Ororo.

untold tales

Poseidon once took on a human form and made an appearance as a circus strongmen in early issues of DARK CLAW. When it became clear that the old gods were being ignored, he left in a fit and retreated to his underwater kingdom.

Pencils: Stuart Immonen  Inks: Terry Austin
CGI: Electric Pickle
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BATTLES

Chosen of all the amazing Amazons of Themyscira to enter Man's World as Wonder Woman, Ooro uses her mutant weather-manipulating abilities and warrior training against the godly might of Poseidon, the god of the sea. Poseidon tried to kill her once as a child, and now that she's grown, he's determined to finish the job!
The longtime ruler of the world's oceans, Poseidon has seen his kingdom insulted by the surface dwellers, but none irks him as much as the atmospheric-altering Amazon, Wonder Woman! It's mortal mutant versus immortal might, with clashing waves and roaring typhoons! The peaceful shores will be scarred for life by the storm of their fury!

POSEIDON VERSUS WONDER WOMAN

Pencils: Stuart Immonen
Inks: Terry Austin
Color: Electric Piccolo
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With a tap on his wrist-mounted, hypodermic needle, the terrorist Nuke sends an injection of steroid “venom” into his system—super-charging him for the final battle against his arch-enemy, Bruce Wayne, Agent of S.H.I.E.L.D. But it’ll take a lot more than drugs for the battle-sized bruiser to take out the legendary Director of the world’s foremost espionage agency!
Though his steroid-enhanced foe Nuke may have strength on his side, the battle-scarred Director of S.H.I.E.L.D., has years of hard-won experience, tactical training, and the latest high-tech weaponry! If the twisted terrorist thinks he can beat the best the espionage agency has to offer, he's in for a rude "injection" of reality!

Bruce Wayne

versus Nuke

Agent of S.H.I.E.L.D.

Pencils: Cary Nord

Col: Jung
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The name: Bone Simpson
First Appearance: DARE THE TERMINATOR #33

Schooled since childhood in the arts of death, young Bone Simpson was raised in the cruel confines of the Hydra fortress, Santa Prisna, to become the perfect killing machine armed with wrist-mounted yennum injectors. Yennum, artificially increased strength! Bone's choice! Despite being a super-soldier, he knew that some fated-destined man was the perfect subject.

Karl, insane jealous of the man who beat everything, Bone tells him he should have—SHUT UP!—and one vowed to destroy the apt plant with his own hands!

Hate it intensely.

When the Supreme Hydra, Green Shill, needed a test subject for the new super-oncaptor project, he knew that Bone was the perfect choice! The time had come to test the Yennum injectors and see if they worked.

But when the test was over, Bone was found dead. The project was abandoned, and the injectors were destroyed.

The world was a safer place, and Bone Simpson was remembered as a hero who had given his life for the greater good.
HYENA

Real Name: Creed H. Quinn
First Appearance: DARK CLAW #1

The other survivor of The Project's attempt to create the perfect soldier, Creed lost his sanity in the process. Naively on the edge of madness, his warped reasoning sees Dark Claw as the reason for his misfortune, so he hunts the Darknight Defender armed with claws, guns, laughing hhmhhs, and a gag of sorry waahees known as the Pack.

untold tales

Deep inside the Hyena lurks another unrecognizable, nightmarish, homicidal jester with a famoous name, although his role unknown of its prononce.

Pencils: Jim Salicrup
Inks: Ray McCarthy
CGI: Electric Pickle
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Arcing out of the endless night, moonlight glinting off Adamantium claws held at the ready, the Darknight Defender prepares to cut through to the heart of the problem... if the Hyena still has a heart! Dark Claw and the Hyena have jousted again and again, but each time they swear it'll be their last clash!
With a smirk on his face and laughing bombs ready at his side, the Hyena thrills at the thought of another chance to taunt Dark Claw. Although the Clawed Crusader underwent the same horrifying transformation as the Cackling Canine, the Hyena won’t cease his maniacal grinning until he becomes the sole survivor of Project X!
Who will win the ghoulish race and become the first demon to capture 6,666 human souls? The vengeful Master of the Nightmare Dimension, Night Spectre, or his racing, rhyming rival, the Speed Demon? Lashing out at each other with all the demonic fury in their possession, this devilish duo may destroy each other before they find out!
The Speed Demon, Etrigan, knows that if he fails to foil the evil energies of the Night Spectre, it’ll mean more than losing their competition to claim human souls—it will mean his own soul! For the sadistic lord of the Nightmare Dimension would like nothing more than to spend all of eternity tormenting Speed Demon’s spirit in his sadistic Sanctum of Lost Souls!
Deep within the Sanctum of Lost Souls in the Nightmore dimension, echoes the ghastly screams of the departed—tortured by the evil demon, Night Spectre! Obsessed with tormenting the souls of evil-doers, the afterlife avenger exists to bedevil the dead and imprison them for all eternity! Unable to claim the soul of his hated rival, Speed Demoo, the insane sadist instead swindled the spirit of his enemy's true love, Iris Simpson!

untold tales

Night Spectre drawn energy from the spirits of humanity. If the legions of the damned were ever set free, his might be destroyed!
JEALOUS since childhood of his mutant brother Erich, Will Magnus obsessively honed his robotics skills, culminating in the creation of the mutant-hating Sentinel robots. A non-mutant, Will is determined to be the most magnificent Magnus himself, even if that means he has to be an only child! His grudge has expanded to include the entire mutant race.

UNTOLD TALES
The brotherly hatred Will holds for Erik might have been avoided if little Jeanette Grueowold had preferred Will to Erich.

Pencils: Ken Lashley
Inks: Ron Boyd
CGI: Electric Pickle
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KING LIZARD

First Appearance: THE OUTRAGEOUS SPIDER-BOY #6

This reptilian biller was created when project Cadmus' genetic expert Dr. Curt Cnrrmnrs' left arm was viciously removed by an unknown assailant—suspected by some to be Cadmus' own Dabney Dnnvnn—and cells from the dismembered limb were combined with reptile DNA. The result was a cold-blooded butcher who likes nothing better than to have a few friends over for a bite!

untold tales

Although not connected physically, there exists a psychic link between Curt Coopers and King Lizard that periodically gives him the good doctor nightmarish insights into the monster's mind!

Pencils: Darick Robertson  CGI: Craig White
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Jocasta

First Appearance: JLA #162

The corvacenus companion in Will Magnus is actually a specially-designed bodyguard who electromagnetically shares Will's hatred for mutants. She is programmed to be loyal to Will and to destroy any mutant who dares threaten him. Her programming allows her some autonomy, but not enough to lose her head. She is also beginning to develop human feelings for her master—unknown to him.

untold tales

Jocasta was Will's first human-like design. To treat her in a social setting, her outfit was with a false face and disguise, and she found employment as a "Millie."

Pencils: Ken Lashley  Inks: Ron Boyd
CGI: Electric Pickle
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Dr. Doomsday

Real Name: Victor Von Doom
First Appearance: CHALLENGERS OF THE FANTASTIC #5

Once the handsome head scientist of top secret Project Cadmos, the brilliant Victor Von Doom was obsessed with unlocking the genetic secrets within the fallen alien creature called Doomsday. During Doom’s examination of the monster, a freak explosion caused its DNA to merge with Doom’s, transforming him into the evil, bony-armored Dr. Doomsday!

untold tales

In addition to great genius and Herculean strength, the domed Dr. Doctor possesses the power of resurrection! If killed, he will return to life immense to whoever killed him!

Pencils: Roger Cruz       CG: Regie Milburn
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Lethal, Deadeye, Wired

Real Names: Bill Lawton/Sergei Minerva/Nathan Chase
First Appearances: Dare the Terminator #131, Adventures of Spider-Boy #15, Mutant Titans #87

The ghostly trio formed when these three, brought together by the Big Question, discovered they had defeats at the hands of women in common. Together, they figure they can teach their mutual enemies a lesson in respect. With Lethal's deadly clowns, Deadeye's lethal aim and Wired's hiller cybernetics, they think they're unstoppable. Warning for Edward Fish makes them think the road to riches is all puzzled out.

untold tales

Although these three hossels-for-hirna have had long histories separately, ASSASSINS #1 marks the first time they have teamed up to give a little trouble back to the source.

Pencils: Scott McDaniel  Inks: Derek Fisher
CGI: Electric Pickle
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 THANOSEID

First Appearance: SUPER- SOLDIER'S PAL JIMMY OLSN #134

Not content with merely ruling the dystopian world Apoholips, the mad Thanoseid’s true goal is to reign over the entire universe! To realize his vision of perfect order the insane despot seeks the Ultimate Anti-Life Nullifier—the key to the complete annihilation of all life!

Armed with godly strength, the potent Omega Effect energy blast and control of the Bnom Tube space teleportals, the omnipotent nihilist may yet succeed!

untold tales

Apoholips’ sinister world, New Aegond, is its complete antithese—a world of love and peace, ruled benevolently by Nightholder Odin.

Pencils: Gary Frank  CGI: Regie Milburn
HYDRA

Real Name: The sons and daughters of Lex Luthor
First Appearance: TALES OF SUPER-SOLDIER #135

Evilizing from the war-profiteering schemes of Lex Luthor, Hydra is the organization created by his children and their further offspring. Dedicated to global domination through control and infiltration of all world banks and information systems, the heads of Hydra snake through all the great world governments and corporations.

untold tales

Lex's first wife, Lela, died trying to get their children away from her evil husband's influence. Her successor, second wife Whitney Frost, helped push Hydra into the forefront of nefarious quasi-legal criminal organizations.

Pencils: Dave Gibbons  Inks: Mark Farmer
CS: Electric Pickle
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BARON ZERO

Real Name: Wolfgang Von Strucker
First Appearance: SGT. FURY & THE AGENTS OF S.H.I.E.L.D. #121

In the final days of World War II, as the evil Nazi empire crumbled around them, SS Colonel Baroo Von Strucker escaped Germany with Hitler’s right hand man, the Greeo Skoll! Together the diabolical duo created Hydra, a covert terrorist organization dedicated to the Nazi dream of world domination! Hoping for super powers, Strocker subjected himself to an experimental technique that gave him the frigid ability to manipulate snow and ice, but left his soul even colder than his icy touch!

untold tales

The traitorous Baron has secretly allied himself with the Green Skoll’s ambitious daughter, Madomo Hydra, hoping to overthrow the Skull and replace him as Supreme Hydra!

Pencils: Cary Hart
CGI: Digital Chameleon
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<tr>
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